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HrGH COURT FORM NO. (l) 2

HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE

District: TINSUKIA

rN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF NO.1, TTNSUKTA

Present- Shri Dhiren Pegu,

B.P.Sc. (Hons.) LL.B. (Hons.), AJS

Munsiff No. 1, Tinsukia.

Wednesday, the 06th of April, 2022

M,S, No. 15/2019

Sri Bijoy Shah,

Son of: Sri Baccha Lal Shah,

R/O- Makum Betjan road

P.O. & P.S. Makum, Dist. Tinsukia,

Assam.

Plaintlff

-Versus-

Md. Shahajada Hussain,

Son of: Md. Akbar Ali

R/O- Hijuguri, opposite flour mill,

P.O. Hijuguri, P.S. & Dist. Tinsukia,
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Dhiren Pegu, Ai5,
Munsiff No. 1, Tinsukra.

M,S. No.1r,/2019

OF

Assam.

......Defendant

This suit coming on for final hearing on C3lA3l202Z and

3UB|2A22 in the presence of -

Learned counsel for the plaintiff: Mr. N. Prasad

Learned counsel for the defendant: Mr. l.K. Shah

And having stood for consideration to this day, the Court

delivered the following judgment:-

JUDGMENT

1.The plaintiff has filed this suit for recovery of money with

interest and other reliefs.

PLAINTIFF'S CASE IN BRIEF:

2. The case of the plaintiff is that the defendant is the

registered owner of a Celerio vehicle (colour MG grey)

bearing registration no. AS-23P-9666 having chasis no.

MA3ETDELSAO297465 and engine no. K108N1950445 vide

purchase from HDFC bank through finance. Since the

defendant was not in a position to run the vehicle, on

02105120t8, when the outstanding finance amount was

Rs.3,06,L221- at an EMI of Rs. l0,297l- per month, the

defendant approached the plaintiff and allowed the plaintiff
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Dhiren Pegu, AJ5,

Munsiff No.1, Tinsukia.

M.5. No.16/2019

Fo

to run the said vehicle on the condition that the plaintiff shall

pay a cash amount of Rs.70,0001- (Rupees seventy

thousand) to the defendant and the plaintiff shail also pay

the outstanding finance amount of Rs.3,06,L2zl- at an EMI of

Rs. L0,2B7l- per month to the bank on behalf of the

defendant. The said agreement was taken down into writing

in the form of an agreement dated 0zl05lz018, notarized on

03lA5l201B and the defendant, after receipt of cash amount

of Rs. 70,0001- (Rupees sevenly thousand) from the plaintiff,

handed over the custody of the said vehicle to the plaintiff. In

the agreement dated 0210512018, amongst other terms ancl

conditions, it was also agreed that the defendant shall

continue to remain as the registered owner of the said

vehicle until the completion of payment of the outstancling

finance amount and that after completion of the outstanding

finance amount, the defendant shall obtain the No objection

Certificate from the financer and get the vehicle transferred

in the name of the plaintiff. And accordingly, the signed

copies of Form 29 and 30 were handed over to the plaintiff.

3. However, on 2310612018, some disputes took place between

the plaintiff, one Sri Biman Gogoi, Sri Sanjay Jaiswal and Sri

Sanjay Shah (brother of the plaintiff) due to which the

aforesaid vehicle was seized by Sadiya police on 23108lZ}tB

in connection with Sadiya P.S. case no. 8412018 u/s 34Zl3g4

of the IPC on the basis of an ejahar lodged on 2410712018.
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Munsrff No. 1, Tinsukia.
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In the meantime, the plaintiff also renewed the insurance

policy of the said vehicle as per the terms and conditions of

the agreement dated 0210512018 on t9l07l2O1B by paying a

sum of Rs. 8,773l- (Rupees eight thousand seven hundred

and seventy three) and continued to pay the installments of

the vehicle till August, 2018. However, on 04lTg/2018, the

defendant, without the knowledge of the praintiff, applied for

zimma of the said vehicle at the court of the Learned Sub

Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M), Chapakhowa and vide

order dated 2010912018, the zimma of the said vehicle was

allowed in favour of the defendant. Thereafter, when the

plaintiff approached the defendant on ZLl}gl20tB, the

defendant told the plaintiff that as the Court has directed the

defendant not to sell or transfer the vehicle to anyone, he

shall, on }LlL0l20lB, return the amount of Rs. 70,OO0l-

(Rupees seventy thousand) to the plaintiff along with paid

installments amounting to Rs. 4L,l41l- (Rupees forty one

thousand one hundred and forty eight) and insurance already

paid i.e. Rs. 8,773l- (Rupees eight thousand seven hundred

and seventy three).

4.Thereafter, on }Llt0l20t8 and L0l0Ll20tg, the praintiff

again approached the defendant requesting him to return

him his money but the defendant on one pretext or the other

avoided the same and even became furious and told the

plaintiff that he will not return the vehicle as the plaintiff had
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Dhiren Pegu, Ar5,

Murrsiff No. 1, Tinsukia.

M.S. No.1612019
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already used the vehicle for a substantial period of time and

also asked the plaintiff to approach the Civil Court for

recovery of money.

5. When all efforts failed and on finding no alternative, the

plaintiff brought the instant suit against the defendant for

recovery of Rs. 1,36,657.371- (Rupees One lakh thirty six

thousand six hundred fifty seven and thirty seven paisa) from

the defendant along with future interest at 1B o/o pil annum

to be calculated from the date of filing of the instant suit till

the date of realization.
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SERVICE OF PROCESS:

6.That upon admission of the plaint for hearing, summons was

issued upon the defendant by the Court. The defendant, after

receipt of summons, appeared and filed his written statement

on 19/10120L9. However, as the written statement was filed

by the defendant after elapse of the statutory period of 90

(ninety) days without any reasons assigned, the same was

not accepted by my learned predecessor-in-office vide her

order dated l9l 1012019.

7. Later, due to repeated non-appearance of the defendant, the

instant suit proceeded ex-parte against the defendant vide

order dated 1210312021.
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EX.PARTE EVIDENCE ADDUCED BY THE PLAINTIFF

SIDE:

B. During the trial, the plaintiff filed the evidence-on-affidavit of

03 (three) witnesses namely Sri Bijoy Shah as PW-1, Sri

Sanjay Shah as PW-2 and Sri Ravikant Agarwal as PW-3. The

plaintiff side has also exhibited the following documents in

support of his claim.

i. Exhibit 1- Agreement dated 0210512018.

ii. Exhibit 1(1 - 4) - Signatures of the defendant.

iii. Exhibit 1(5 - B) - Signatures of the plaintiff.

iv. Exhibit 1(9) - Signatures of the witness Ravikant

Aga rwa l.

v. Exhibit 2 - Policy certificate.

vi. Exhibit 3 - Record oF Sadiya P.S. case no.

84l20tB.

vii. Exhibit 3(1) - FIR form.

viii. Exhibit 3(2) - Ejahar.

ix. Exhibit 3(3-5) - Seizure list.

x. Exhibit 3(6) - MVI report

xi. Exhibit 3(7) - Zimma petition dated 0410912018

xii. Exhibit 3(B) - Order dated 2Al09l20LB

ISSUES FRAMED IN THE SUIT:
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Munsiff No. 1, Trnsukia.

M.5. No. 16/2019
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9.I have heard the submissions put forwarcl by the learned

counsel for the plaintiff and also have carefully gone through

the documents filed along with the entire case record. And

having done so, the following issues were framed in the suit
for convenience:

<1

i. Whether the defendant had handed over the
Celerio vehicle to the plaintiff in pursuance of
agreement dated O2l OS IZ'OLS?

ii. whether the plaintiff is entitled to the reliefs
as claimed for?

z
o

t
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DrscussroNs, DEcrsroNs AND REASONS THEREOF:

10.1 have carefully perused the preadings, the evidences on

record and heard the ex-parte argument forwardecj by the

learned counsel appearing for the praintiff. Having so heard

and perused, I shall now discuss and decide the

aforementioned issues accord ingly.

rssuE No. (i)

whether the defendant had handed over the ceterio
vehicle to the plaintiff in pursuance of agreement
dated O2l Os 12018?

11.The PW-1, PW-2 and the PW-3, in their evidences-on-

affidavit, reiterated the same set of facts as found stated in
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Dhiren Pegu, AJS,

Munsift No. 1, Tinsukia.

M.5. No. 16/2019

the plaint and as such the same is not repeated here for the

sake of brevity and further the same remains un-challenged

and un-rebutted as the defendant failed to rebut the same by

contesting the case of the plaintiff.

12.EXHIBIT-1 is the compared copy of the agreement letter

dated 0210512018, on the basis of which the plaintiff claims

to had received the Celerio vehicle from the defendant upon

such terms and conditions as mentioned in the said

agreement.

13.I have seen and perused the EXHIBIT-1. Upon such perusal,

it reveals that the same has been executed between the

defendant and the plaintiff on 02105 lzotl, in respect of a

celerio vehicle (colour MG grey) bearing registration no. AS-

23P-9666 having chasis no. MA3ETDE1soo297465 and

engine no. K108N1950445 purchased by the defendant from

HDFC bank through finance. The other terms and conditions

are also mentioned in seriatim in the agreement letter dated

0210512018 and the same has been executed in between the

defendant and the plaintiff in the presence of one witness

namely Sri Ravikant Agarwal.

14.The case of the plaintiff has arso been supported and

corroborated by the evidence of the sole witness to the
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Dhiren Pegu, AJS,

Munsiff No. 1. Tinsukia.
M.S. No. 1612019

agreement letter dated 0210512018 Sri Ravikant Agarwal as

PW-3.

15.As the aforesaid evidence of the plaintiff has remained un-

challenged and un-rebutted by the defendant side, and the
same further supported and corroborated by the evidence of
the sole witness to the aforesaid agreement, there is nothing

on record to not believe the case of the plaintiff.

16. Hence, from the aforesaid discussions and from the un-

rebutted testimonies of the pws along with the EXHIBIT-1, it
is conclusively proved that the defendant had handed over

the celerio vehicle to the praintiff in pursuance of agreement

dated 0210512018. Issue no. (i) is accordingly decided in the

affirmative and in favour of the plaintiff.

rssuE No. (ii)

whether the plaintiff is entitred to reliefs as claimed
for?

17.The case of the plaintiff is that the plaintiff, in pursuance of
the EXHIBIT-1, handed over a cash of Rs. 70,oool- (Rupees

seventy thousand) to the defendant and further, amongst

other such ternrs and conditions mentioned in seriatim, it was

also agreed that the plaintiff shail also pay the outstanding

finance amount was Rs.3,06, l22l- at an EMI of Rs. 10,287l-
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per month to the bank on behalf of the defendant. This

particular fact has also been supported by the testimonies of

the PWs, particularly the testimony of the sole witness to

EXHIBIT-1 as PW-3 and the EXHIBIT-1, which remained un-

challenged and un-rebutted.

lB.It is also the case of the plaintiff that the plaintiff, in

pursuance of the terms and conditions as mentioned in

EXHIBIT-1, on L910712018, renewed the insurance policy of

the said vehicle by paying a sum of Rs. 8,7731- (Rupees eight

thousand seven hundred and seventy three) and continued

to pay the installments of the vehicle till August, 2018. It is

also the case of the plaintiff that installments amounting to

Rs. 4L,L48l- (Rupees forty one thousand one hundred and

forty eight) has already been paid by the plaintiff to the

financer in pursuance of the terms and conditions as agreed

upon vide EXHIBIT-1.

19.In order to substantiate his case, the plaintiff has also

exhibited the compared copy of the insurance document as

EXHIBIT-2, which the plaintiff has claimed to have paid on

1910712018 while renewing the same.

20.1 have seen and perused the EXHIBIT-2. Upon perusal of the

same, it reveals that the same is the insurance renewal policy

certificate dated Lgl07l201B in respect of the Celerio vehicle

Dhiren Pegu, ArS,

Munsiff No.l, Tirrsukra.

M.s. No.16/2019
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bearing registration no. AS-23P-9666, chasis no.

MA3ETDE1SOO297465 and engine no. K108N1950445 for a

paid premium of Rs. 8,773l- (Rupees eight thousand seven

hundred and seventy three). This particular fact and the

exhibited document have remained un-rebutted and un-

challenged from the defendant side and in my considered

opinion; there is nothing on record not to believe the

authenticity of EXHIBIT-2 and its content there-under.

21.However, the plaintiff has not been able to bring anything on

record in the form of any evidence, except for his pleadings,

that an amount of Rs. 4L,L4Bl- (Rupees forty one thousand

one hundred and forty eight) has already been paid by the

plaintiff on behalf of the defendant to the financer as

installments for a period of 04 (four) months commencing

from May,2018 till August,2018, as claimed by the plaintiff,

in pursuance of the terms and conditions as agreed upon

vide EXHIBIT-1.

22. Hence, in my considered opinion and in view of the aforesaid

discussions, the plaintiff is entitled to the relief as claimed

for, however, limited only to his claim pertaining to the

amount of Rs. To,oool- (Rupees seventy thousand) paid to

the defendant in pursuance of the terms and conditions

mentioned in EXHIBIT-1 and the amount of Rs. 8,7731-

(Rupees eight thousand seven hundred and seventy three)

Dhiren PeBu, A,S,

Munsiff No.1, Tinsukia.

M.5. No.16/2019
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Dhiren Pegu, AJ5,

Munsiff No.1, Tinsukia.

M.s. No.16/2019
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paid by the plaintiff while renewing the insurance of the

Celerio vehicle on L9lO7l2O1B i.e. totaling to an amount of

Rs.(70,000+8,773)=Rs.78,7731-(Rupeesseventyeight

thousand seven hundred and seventy three) only along with

interest at 12 o/o per annum to calculated from the date of

filing of the instant suit till the date of realization from the

defendant. Accordingly, the instant issue is decided in

affirmative and in favour of the plaintiff.

23.All the aforesaid discussions go on to prove the case in

favour of the plaintiff and the plaintiff is accordingly entitled

to the relief, to the extent, as granted below'

ORDER

24.Therefore, considering the above discussions and decisions

arrived at the foregoing paragraphs, the instant suit is

decreed on contest with cost and the plaintiff is granted the

following reliefs.

a)A decree for recovery of money of Rs' 78,7731-

(Rupees seventy eight thousand seven hundred

and seventy three) only from the defendant,

b)A decree for future interest @ 12 o/o p$ annum

to calculated from the date of filing of the

instant suit till the date of realization of the

decreetal amount from the defendant and
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Dhiren Pegu, AjS,
Munsiff No.1, Tinsukia.

M.S. No,16/2019

c) The costs oF the suit, to be paid by the

defendant to the plaintiff.

25. Prepare a decree accordingly within a period of one week.

26.Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 06th day

of April, 2022.

Typed and Corrected by me.
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APPENDIX

1. Plaintiff Witnesses:-

a) PW-1 Sri Bijoy Shah

b) PW-2 Sri Sanjay Shah

c) PW-3 Sri Ravikant Agarwal

2. Defendant Witnesses:- NIL

3. Court Witnesses:- Nil

4. Plaintiff Exhibits:-

Dhiren Pegu, AJS,

Munsift No. 1, Tinsukia.
M.S. No.16/2019

i. Exhibit 1- Agreement dated 02105120t8.

ii. Exhibit 1(1 - 4) - Signatures of the

defendant.

iii. Exhibit 1(5 - B) - Signatures of the plaintiff.

iv. Exhibit 1(9) - Signatures of the witness

Ravikant Agarwal.

v. Exhibit 2 - Policy certificate.

vi. Exhibit 3 - Record of Sadiya P.S. case no.

8412018.

vii. Exhibit 3(1) - FIR form.

viii. Exhibit 3(2) - Ejahar.

ix. Exhibit 3(3-5) - Seizure list.
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Dhiren Pegu, AlS,

Munsitf No. l, Tinsukia.

M.S. No. 16/2019

x. Exhibit 3(6) - MVI report

xi. Exhibit 3(7) - Zimma petition dated

041091201

xii. Exhibit 3(B) - Order dated 2010912018

5. Defendant Exhibits:- NIL

Typed and Corrected by me.
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